NOTICE

Museum Re-opening Announcement in Response to Covid-19

In concurrence to the decision of the State-Government of West Bengal- allowing relaxation in re- opening of museums with certain restrictions- Victoria Memorial Hall will reopen to the public, beginning 18th August, 2021 (Wednesday) - under instructions to comply with social distancing, wearing masks and hand- sanitization- and further in strict adherence to the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), prepared for museums on preventive measures to contain the spread of Covid-19, set forth by the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India.

The visitors may kindly note that VMH will operate, under modified hours.

ADMISSION HOURS:
GARDEN: 6.00 A.M. to 6.00 PM (All days)
GALLERIES: 11.00 AM to 6PM. (Except Monday and All National Holidays)

TICKET COUNTERS will be closed at 5.30 PM, everyday.
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